MMS SCC Minutes
December 4, 2019, 5:30pm
Main Office Conference Room
In Attendance:
School Members: Mindy Robison, Audra Kasparian, Geralynn Barney, Sheradee Bradfield, Judy
Rembacz, Amy Skelton & Shelley Allen.
Parents: Stacey Kratz, Steve Brown, Rebecca Martin, Alyssa Powers, Emily Wall & Amy
Coleman
Not Present: Raquel Myers, Doug Myers, Lindsay Butrum & Debbie Platz
1. Welcome and Introductions

Alyssa Powers

2. Approval of 11/06/19 minutes
Motion to approve the minutes - Amy Coleman
Second - Steve Brown

Alyssa Powers

3. MYP (Middle Years Programme)
Shelley Allen
Open-minded and Balanced TOP BRICCCK focus for the month.
Students will be creating charts with ways to be more mindful. Service goal is to teach
someone about mindfulness
Approaches to Learning focus is communication.
4. PTSA Updates (Parent Teacher Student Association)

Rebecca Martin

5. Community School Facilitator
Geralynn Barney
- Continuing to work on getting things ready for Community Candles of Light.
- The last day to donate is December 13th. Money donations need to be in by
December 12th.
6. Report from Counselors
Amy Skelton
Meetings have begun with 8th graders to plan and prepare for the transition to high
school.
- Counselors are calling each parent to try to get more support with parent attendance at
the 8th grade meetings
7. Safety Plan (Chapter 3) & Digital Citizenship Judy Rembacz & Michelle Shimmin
- Digital Citizenship - Key is be smart
- Content Keeper - filter that detects and blocks access to inappropriate material on the
internet

-

-

Elementary, middle, and high school as well as staff each have unique filtering settings.
They are more restrictive for lower levels, and least restrictive for staff.
IT department has several management systems including LanSchool. The
management systems help prevent students from adding or changing systems on the
computers.
If alerted by a parent, teacher or principal that inappropriate behavior is suspected, IT
will pull the internet history of the user in question.
Judy Rembacz is our digital citizenship coordinator for our school. She teaches the
teachers, students, parents and staff about digital citizenship.
Digital citizenship includes being knowledgeable about how to use computers and
technology. When students are educated they will hopefully make better choices.
House Bill 213 requires every student receives digital citizenship instruction at least
during the school year.

8. SCC Safety Report Main Concerns/Points
Alyssa Powers
- Question was raised about what does the administration feel is the biggest
threat/concern worry about students and technology?
- A big worry is the level of technology addiction.
-

What is our primary safety concern as a council? Digital Disruptions is our primary
concern, but if we increased counseling supports that would provide an additional
support.

-

What is our primary physical safety concern? Parking lot safety (would have been our
number one concern, but due to the plan in place we are hopeful this will change)

-

What is our primary emotional concern? Need for more availability to counselors. Our
primary concern is having 3 full-time counselors to provide consistency and supports for
students.

-

What is our primary digital literacy concern? We know students are addicted to
technology. Our biggest concern is the disruption that is caused by the addiction to
technology.

9.

New Tardy Plan
Mindy Robison
- Mindy explained the proposed tardy plan. Reviewing the proactive and positive
consequences and the negative consequences. The school will roll out this tardy plan in
January in the PBIS plan.

10. Trust Land & TSSA Budgets (Teacher and Student Success Account) Mindy Robison
- Mindy reviewed the budgets. In January we will create grants for the teachers. The
SCC would like to learn more about how we can increase the pay for ESP employees.

11. TSI Update (Targeted School for Improvement)
Mindy Robison
Went over reading inventory and math inventory data for our TSI groups.
Hispanic
African American
ELL
Special Education
Economically Disadvantaged
Mindy will send an email detailing more information from her latest TSI meeting.
12. CSIP Report
Mindy Robison
Continuing to work on positive feedback, reading and math inventory goals.
13. Adjourn

Next Meeting is January 8th at 5:30 p.m.

Mindy Robison

